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PADUCAH, KY., THURSDAY MORNING, OCTOMBER 4,1906

VOL. 23, NUMBER 140
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ASYLUM? who constructed the bomb. A freckle opening this morning. She had not
IN INSANE
many millions.
ground by any ill considered' act to ahead of time."
faced messenger boy, with a head of been on duty long before she spied
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ried.
have been in the city recently is like- in the last few weeks have almost mental let • e :ce see' to testify as
St. Louis, Mb., Oct. 2.—The trial knife can cut our love in two, for the the ground and looked around.
ly to be called together very soon in flatly said that intervention in force tc it helot e i lenacy hard later et?' of an insurance suit was begun today tie that binds is a double knot. For
He got but one glance at the inorder to secure from it aome approv- by the United States would be but a was next asldeld.
of the inclosure when a firm hand
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in the United States circuit court to the sake of your faith and that
al of the course the Administration forerunner to annexation, whether fur
Hartridgi. would make determine -whether George A. Kim- Huldah's mother we were first mar- was laid upon his shotdder.
To this
has taken.
"Yo'u are under arrest," exclaimed
ther argument was furnished for such no reply. "I have absolutely noth- mel, former president and cashier ot riod by a priest and then by a rabbi.
Roosevelt Relies on Root.
a
feminine voice, and the unlucky in- .
a course by the Cubans themselves ;ng to say" he replied, "except that the Farmer's State bank of Arkansas
O'Brien.
"Arthur P.
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President
reported as a result of this love ex- tering on the breast of his captor.
or to dissuade. Beginning today Root
hinted, had taken note today that Thaw will be examined to- suit involves the payment of $5,000 plosion up to the present time. The
may be regarded as the dominating been broadly
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UR. FERIGO RETURNED TO
NEW YORK AFTER AWARDING THEM.
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* Several Changes Were Made, Some
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Firms Having It Last Year Being Refused this Time.
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Mr Joseph Ferigo has returned to
New York after corning here and
-Tuesday closing the contracts with
different parties who are to buy tobacco for him in this section of the
:e the United States renresentative of the tobacco buying department of the Italian government
in Europe, and he gives contracts to
•4 individual firms to buy,for him over
the tobacco belt.
He was met here Tuesday by a
large number of buyers wanting the
contracts, and awarded them to the
• successful bdders.
Colonel Mike
• Griffin of this city, will buy for the
'New Yorker at Murray, and have as
a partner a Mr. Pitt of Springfield,
'Tenn. Gardner and Walker will buy
at Mayfield., Fields, Hamlett and Nix
will buy at Futlon. Lewis and Moss
at Martin, Tenn., while Mr. Thormis
J. Sthal secured the contract to buy
around here, and will have as a partner Mr. A. R. Boykin of Elkton, Ky.
Millions of dollars worth of the
weed is bought by these parties tor
the foreign government. MT. Ferigo
was accompanied here by his associate Wm Dunnington of Farmville,
Va., ad Mr. E. R. Tandy of Clarksville, Tenn.

s-

INCORRECTLY
QUOTED AS TO BIBLE
•
d
• Bishop Williams Did Not Put Him.
self in Infidel Class.

Detroit, Mich., Oct. 3.—Bishop
Chas. D. Virdliams, of the Episcopal
diocese of Michigan today declared
that he had been incorrectly quoted
in the published report of his sermon Sunday to the Y. M. C. A. members, in which it was stated he said
that the Bible 'as the word of God
is the most prolific source of unbelief the church has to contend with.
"I am neither ultra conservative
not yet a Robert Ingersoll and I
uish to emphatically deny the ref port." declared Bishop Williams.
'I did say that a certain view of
the Bible is a most prolific source of
unbelief. To say that the Bible is
the most prolific source of unbelief,
,40 I would be the rankest kind of a
Robert Ingersoll. The Bible must
be read thoughtfully and mediatively
and a man with a conscience will
find the word of God in it."
ISSULTS GIRL; PAYS Stee.
Contractor Forced to. Pay Heavily
for His Unwelcome Attent6010.

•
.
4

Chicago, Oce. 3.—W. W. Parker,
a contractor and builder living in
Hammond, Ind., was fined Stoo for
"mashing" when arraigned before
Justice Prindiville yesterday morning. Parker was arrested Monday
evening on complaint of Miss Mary
Culver, 17 years old of 287 Fulton
street, who asserted that the man
accosted her at Madison and State
street about 6:30 o'clock and, taking
bet by the arm, asked her to accompany him to a hotel.
"This is the man trat met me at
last evening."
State and Madison
the girl testified, pointing ,toward
Parker at the hearing. Parker denied
the charges, but the court did not
believe him.
DYNAMITE

RECOVER

DEAD

Rock Island Officials Order Submerged Car Blown Up.
Kingfisher, Ok., Oct. 3.—The amok
ing car of the Rock Island passenger
train which plunged into the Citnar4
•ron river.at the bridge near, Dover
on Sept. 18 will be blown up with
dynamite by the railroad company.
The bodies of several passengers
who were on the train at the time of
the wreck and have never been accountd for are believed to be in the
coach, the interior of which is Mancessable on account of the sand.
ELECTRIC COAT TO KEEP
WEATHER ALWAYS WARM

•

Pans, France, Oct. 3.—Camille
Hergot, a French engineer, has patented an "eelctric termophile," which
consists of electric wires distributed
inside of the ordinary man's clothes.
'A fight battery in the pockets of the
wearer will furnielh the desired heat
an maintain an even temperature, so
that no stove will be neceesary at
home to keep him warm or a hot
brick in church to toast his feet.
Testimonial.
Dear Professor—I used one bottle
of your eyewash, and now I can see
my finish.
Bird.—Kansas City
Independent.
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.1. THIS DATE IN HISTORY. .1+
October 4.
+ +++++++++++++++
1226—Francis of Assisi, founder of
the order of Franciscans or
gray friars, died.
1535—Publication of the first edition
of the Whole Bible in the English language, being the translation of Miles Coverdaaie.
16o9—Hendricfc 'Hudson, having explored the river to where it
divided. itself into
several
braches, returned to its mouth
on this day, put to sea with all
sails set, to report his valuable
discovery.
1704—Alexander Selkirk, a Scottish
mariner, put ashore on the desert Island of Juan Fernandez,
by captain with whom he had
ed there for three years, living
on fish, fruits and goats.
1777—Battle of Germantown, in which
the Americans were &fated
with a loss of 2Q0 killed, 600
wounded and 400 taken. The
British loss were 600 in killed
and wounded.
1813—General Harrison attacked by
the Indians at Chatham. They
• were repulsed and pursued. some
miles and a great quantity of
arms and amunition was captured.
t8r5—A British force under LieutColonel Lethridge embarks in
25 boats and two gunboats to
capture Ogdensburg; they are
driven back by General Brown
without effecting a landing.
1853—The Great Republic, a mammoth clipper of 4,coo ,tons burden, and the largest merchant
vessel in the world., was launched at East Boston, Mass.
'Mt—Aeronaut La Montaine, in the
service of the Union army.
makes an ascension, passed over
Confederate lines and descends
into Maryland.
1890—The Niagara tunnel was begun
at 10:42 when the first sod was
lifted by C. B. Gaskill, president of the Niagara Power Corn
pany.
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He and His Brother Have a Large New Stock g
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ANNOUNCEMENT
WE

The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST AS T GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE Ai PLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. .IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE L GHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABI E HUES
IT IS APPROPRI ATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEA'UTIF UL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KIND S OF DECORATIONS.

MYSTERY IN MAYOR'S DEATH
Macey A. Brouse of Kokomo, Ind.,
Expires After Being Ill But
Few Hours.
Kokomo, Ind., Oct. 3.—Macy A.
Brouse. mayor of Kokomo, died
suddenly an mysteriously tonight at
the age of 38. For a few hours he
had suffered from what was pronounced tonsilitis, which later seemed to have developed into diplatheria.
Suspicious circumstances will lead to
an investigation. He was serving
his third term as mayor.
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Dicke & Black, 516 Bway.

Cyclone Insurance

40,000 pounds of cold storage SCORES OF DIVORCES
chickens, condemned as unfit for food.
MAY BE INVALID
Samples of the poultry tested in the
city laboratory were pronounced pu- If Litigation Now Being Carried on
trid and dangerous to the health or
in Mew York is Successful.
lives of those who might consume
themi The condemnation and seizure
New York, Oct. 3.—The divorce litfollowed reports made three days ago igation whic'h was predicted to folOISE COMING OUT
OF ALLEGHENY RIVER by health commissioners working low the discovery by Census Bureau
from the office of Chief Inspector P. investigators that probably one out
of five of the divorces granted by
Little Hope, However, That it Will J Murray.
the courts of. New York county are
Cause o Coal Shipping Stage
RAILROADER KILLED ON
invalid because the decrees never
at Pittsburg.
EVE OF HIS MARRIAGE were filed, has been started in the
supnerne court. The suit just brought
Louisville, Oct. 3.—A rise of about
six inches is corning out of the Al- Beakeman, Who Was To Have Been is depected to establish a precedent.
Wedded Wednesday, Dies
Upon the issue of the action hangs, it
legheny river, but a coal-shipping
In Wreck..
is estimated, tre validity of fully 2,stage at Pittsburg is not in sight. The
50o divorces.
cold snap stopped writ chance there
Vincennes, Ind., Oct. 3.—Michael
The case which is expected to eswas for a good gauge of water.
Shipping interests there are at a Adams, twenty-five years old, a Big tablish a precedent was brought by
standstill. Only the Morgantown Four freight wreck near St. Francis- Peter Albert Nilsson, a Fifth avenue
line and a few pool boats are still ville, ni. He was to have been mar- fur expert. ,He married Miss Ella
operating. Major W. L. Sibert will ried here Wednesday to Miss Jose- Frank ten rears ago. eleven days aft" she was granted a divorce from
riturn today from Alabama, where be phine Spath.
Charles A. Frank. Thee is a memorof
festivities
has been attending the
andum in court showing that judgTALKING ROOSTER
the marriage of his parents. Major
ment was ordered for the wife, but
(Ineor poraosi.)
Sibert will inspect the river improvements being made in the upper Mo- Owned By Versailles Man Foretells the decline cannot be found. Whether
Weather.
the decree was filed and then lost in
nongahela river during the remaining
the
clerk's office, or whether the law3.t
was
There
week.
this
of
days
Versailles, Ky., Oct. 3.—George H. yer neglected to file it, cannot be
feet of water at Davis Island dam
Swinney, of this city, is the possessor learned. Sufficient ground for anfAJPERPOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHIN.
last nigrt, and the river was rising.
of a "talking rooster," whicfh, it is nailing the marriage in tre fact it
claimed, has all the experts of the cannot be found will be the conten- BUY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
ACCUSED OF TEACHING
government signal service "beaten a tion of Nillson. If this contention is
ANARCHY AT SCILOOL. black" in foretelling the weather. upheld by the courts ,and it is likely
OFFICE SECOND AND MOlk ROE. BOTH PHONES.
The owner of this marvelous bird to go to thin highest, three children
Madrid, October 3.—The attorney- claims that certain peculiar sounds Will be declared illegitimate. They
general, in pleading in court the case which it utters on occasions represent are the offspring of Frank's second
of Senor Ferer, director of the Mod- words which convey to a trained ear marriage. He is now living in Chrisern School of Barcelona, who is a distinct and reliable forecast of tiana. No children have been born
charged with being connected with what the weather will be for twenty- to Mr. and Mrs. Nilsson.
the attempt on the life of King Alfon- four hours hence. The result of sevso My 3t last. submitted evidence eral remarkable tests made during the
to prove that the prisoner under the past two weeks, it is said, fully sus- WANTED TO SEE WHAT THEY
WICYtTLD DO WITH MONEY
name of the Wider/ School" con- tained the rooster's reputation
ducted an establiehmenf for teaching
Chicago. October 3.—A dispatch to
anarchy to youths, was privy to ManMilwaukee
PENSIONERS.
the Inter-Ocean from
uel Morales' plot to assassinate King
says: That Capt. Frederick Pabst
Alfonso, aided Morales with money
and assisted in concealing and dis- Five Exarrined by board. Each desir- gave each of his children $1,000,000
OFTICE PHONE 484-a
RESIDENCE PHONE seg
ing increase in Allowance.
prior to his death because he wanted
guising the the would-he assassin and
The United States pension examin- to be relieved of his business cares
accomplice after the bomb explosion
for this district met yesterday to a certain extent, and because he
ers
of May 31.
afternoon in monthly session at the wanted to see what they would do
office of the secretary, Dr. Henry with it, and how they would bear the
PUNK POULTRY.
Duley, of Broadway near Sixth street. iesponsibilty, was the testimony of
There were five old soldiers before Henry Fink, collector of internal
Ancient Spring Chickens Served,— them, each asking for an increase in revenue, before Judge Carpenter in
Storage Co's Manager Arrested.
the pension they are drawing for the county court yesterday. The proservices during the Civil war. The ceedings were instituted to determine 130 S. THIRD STREETA IIA PADUCAH, IfY
Chicago, Oct. 3.—The twelve-story white soldiers were Slihn Duncan of the amouit of inheritance tax due the
building of the North American Cold Dycusburg and William Boular of state.
Storage company, too North Canal Brooleport, Ill.
The colored men
INSURE
street, was closed and taken posses- were John Robins, of Pryorsburg;
sion of by the police yesterday and William Stone of Paducah, and James
A Riddle.
its acting manager, Martin Denham, K. Polk of Paducah.
placed, under arrest.
My whole you'll find the bumper
The action was taken under orders
cro;
Must Refer to 'g6 and row.
from Secretary E. B. Pritchard of the
(Mexican Herald.)
Behead me, I'm he weather;
health department, after officials of
According to Col. .Bryan, the free Behead again, and you will see
the company had defied inspectors-of silver issue has been retired by 'unWhat ire all do together.
the health department who sought to expected conditions."
—Judge- !Office 306 Broadsny
Phoisee:Otfbce 383—Residetice1696
remove

$6.00 FOR $1,000 FOR 5 YEARS

Abram L Weil & Co.,

Campbell Building.

Both Phones 369

Paducah Transfer Company
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GENERAL INSURANCE
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L. L. BEBOUT

General Insurance Agency
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'sole
pie to surrender to a handful
oef I
franchise grabbers, and to let th
corporation gang plant their bedsupon the peoples necks and dictate to
the city.
TISne same corporation organs
make great pretensiones to bring for
progress of the city and we wish to MISS SEARS MND PRESTON
JACOBS MARRIED YESask all sensible people if a city will
TERDAY.
everybody
not progress more where
gets a square dim!, than where tie
corporations dominate and control a This Afternoon the Tea and Reception Will Be Given Horse Show
city? By reason of the patrons of
Sponsors at Chess Club.
the traction company obtaining transfers and half fares for the children,
the people are saved thousands of
Yesterday morning at so o'clock
dollars each year and that money is Miss Bertie Sears and M. Press
used 'fry the 'people in the enjoyment Jacobs were united in marriage at
of other pleasures or necessities. The the home of the bride in Tyler, just
Register fought for these things and outside of Mechanicsburg. The ceremoney was performed by Rev. J. W.
the people reop the benefits, and we
Blackard, presiding elder of the
now ask our readers to point to a Methodist chu" reties of trs"-section.
single instance wherein the corpora- At noon yesterday the" newlicraa
. rried
tion organs havo stood for the peo pair left for koredonia. Ky., to visit the
pie or in any way enabled them to parents of the groom for some days,
obtain the benefits of savoing money after which they reurn here.
The young lady is the dainty and
in dealing with the corporations of attractive daughter
of Mr. J. B. Sears
Paducih. In every single instance and a popular girl, while Mr. Jacobs
they have opposed tho people and is a sterling attache of the cooperage
foogrt Tor the corporations, and then plant in Mechanicsburg.
have the impudence to undertake to
Dance At Park.
malign those who do not follow their
evening
at Wallace park pavilThis
own cowardly course and kiss • the
ion a dance will be given by Messrs.
hand that smites them.
Clarence Krug and Cecil Patton.

CALENDAR
SOCIAL EVENTS
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PERSONAL MENTION.
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Thugs AT
INDIANAPOLIS

over th
,e,,c9feitne svhfith they de—
dare are Reoolikault to the inducements that have been held out from
time to time by the republican leaders to bring negroes here .to help
carry the elections.
The republican poll probably shows
that there are over neacio negro voters
in Indianapolis right now. Realizing
that the republican politicians are.
friendly to them a majority have become insolent and shiftless and. daily
are becoming a greater menace to
the community.
It is siaid that on Indiana avenue—
the negroe's paradise 'here, that threefourths of the negroes go heavily
armed all the time. One of the'
negroes arrested for shooting Patrolman Petticord had a big 38 revolver
b
and improvised knucks besides a long

of 4.
f
Elizabeth Weikert rt,. returned from visiting in St. Louis.
Mr. Bice WallfiCe is in Atlanta,
Ga., attending the retail chugoiste
SATURNALIA OF CRIME IN
nettnal convention'.
LAST FEW DAYS LAID TO
Frank Boyd,,, secretary of
Riverside hospital, 'has returned
THE REPUBLICANS.
from Louisville ‘wilere he aecured
several new nurses needed at the Paducah institution
Indianapolis Organization Dragging
Miss Halhe Richmond, one of the
in 'Criminals to Have Effect
Horse Show sponsors, is here from
in Election.
Hickman, visiting Mks. Hal Corbett.
•
Mrs. Charles Brown has returned
from 'visiting Coulterville, Ill.
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. .3.—The
Mrs. Ellen Morrow has returned
brutal assault of a farmer's wife a
from visiting in Alabama.
short distance from the city limits;
Captain Gordon arrived yesterday
the cold-blooded murder of .PairolAs evidence of the tempermant of
from the Tennessee river and reports
man Russell and the probably fatal the negro
allies of the republican polithe tow boat Charles Turner boke
shooting of Patrolman Petticiard by ticians,
the story of the murder Of
he shaft near Reynoldsburg Island.
negto desperadoes, all within twenty
Patrolman Russell is conclusive. The
She will be brought here for repairs.
four hour's time, has brought the negro
McGraw
J.
'Bayou
N.
Mr.
who shot him did so before an
of
Mills
people of Indianapolis to grave conarrives today`to visit his daughter,
attempt was made to arrest him. He
sideration of the handling of the vicmerely drew his gun and fired the
Mrs. Gus Edwards, and attend the
ious elemenreacouraged to come
immigration convention.
deadly shots.
hereby the republican ring which
Miss Jeanette Petter has returned
Thie element, however, is being
has used them in controlling county
from visiting in Nashville.
toaded to now by the republican poliand city politics.
Mr. Gus Dunning and wife have
ticians and will be used by them to
The series of horrible crimes comgone to Salem; Ky., to attend the
mitted here by the negroes since carry the county this fall. It is deWm.
uncle,
beside
of their
I Sunday afternoon has stirred the de- clared by the democrats that the reHayden.
'cent elements more deeply than they publicans could not win here without
Deputy Jailer Bud Howell is visithave been stirred for a long time. It the negroes whose numbers are now
ing in Wickliffe for two weeks.
is now realized with a sort of sicken- increasing with nieh alarming rapidMr. Harry Clark of South McAlis- nrfi feeling that Indianapolis certain- ity.
ter, Indian Territory, has returned
ly has been made a mecca for bad
to his home there after visiting his negroes and the city is reaping the
TAKEN OVER BY SYNDICATE.
father, Mr. Mann Clark, the police
whirlwind of the seed planted by the
commissioner.
republican politicians.
Louisville Capitalists Interested in
hies. Micheal Conrey, will arrive
The charge has been made for
Merger of the Evansville Tractoday from Little Rock, Ark., to
republicans
several years that the
tion Properties.
visit her mother Mrs. Dallas of the sere importing bad negroes here to
ISouth Side.
help them on election day. This has
Evlinsville. Ind., Oct. 3.—The Unbeen vigorously denied but not prov
ited Railways Syndicate, formed of
Davis, Anne May Yeiser, Anna 'Webb en. Whether
or not the negroes
and Frances Wallace.
came *re by invitation of the re capital from Pittsburg, Cincinnati,
publican politicians who have used Indianapolis. Louisville and EvansMrs. Clamnce Sherill will entertain and supported them, it is now being ville, Tuesday completed the merger
at bridge this morning' at her home, generally adniitted that the race of the
following traction lines:
complimentary to Mrs. Frank Watts question has become very serious Evansville dr Mt. Vernon, Evansville
of Nashville, Tenn.
and that a great difficulty confronts & Newburg, Evansville & Booneville
Menai-Block.
the local authorities who will be and this Evansville & Eastern. The
Colonial Trust Company of PittsMiss Mary Matilda Chenal :f'nd Mr. compelled to handle the situation.
burg
Frank Block were united in Wedlock
is the financial center for the
Sheriff Edward Sourbier said toat 3 o'clock yesterday afternoon by day that Indianapolis is now the syndicate.
Rev. Father Jansen at the St. Frances horoe of dozens of criminal negroes
de Sales parsonage. Only the family who have taken refuge here. FugiPAC SIMILE STAMPS.
and a few intimate friends were pres- tives from justice are said to be num
ent, and following the nuptials the ennui among the bad negro neighSignatures just like you write it
couple left on their bridal tour.
borhoods. The worst feature of the made into a rubber stamp at unequallThe contracting parties are exceed- situation is that the number of crim- ed low price. For the next 30 days
ingly popular, and their many friends inal negroes is in creasing almost only 75c.
wish them well in their new found daily.
THE DIAMOND STAMP WORKS
life of bliss.
Decent negroes are greatly alarmed leZew Telephone 36. 523 Broadway.
Miss

IriBbtift n"r4;11ortis!
The corpoeation organ Would have
its readers to .believe
at any and
every one who stands .for the pro, - tection of the public .against the
_greed of the traction company is op•
The 'Traction Issue.
Tea For Sponsors.
posed to seeing the eity orogrese and
(Louisville Post.)
This afternoon from 3 to 5 o'clock
move forward..-,Such is net the ase.
The 'Kentucky Trytion company the tia for the horse show sponsors
-All that is asked is mennly that the avowed its purpose to build a line to
will be given at the Chess, Checker
city be given a aquare -deal. No pone Nastrville and caned itself a trunk and Whist clubrooms, that are decorobjects to see* the straction c om- line in order to provide a subservient ated with appropriate colors. Mrs.
giving them a Armour Gardner has charge of the
pany or any other public corporation countil an excuse for
franchise through the city for noth- tea table, assisted' by Misses Rubye
-branch out and enlarge the scope of ing.
Corbett, Monk Cobb, Martha Davis,
its operations, bet they do belitPve
It still clings to the pretefise that Mary Scott, Carlyne Sowell and Mrs.
that the general council should ex er- it is a trunk line, and is trying to Carrie Ellis. Those who will receive
streets are; Mesdames
cise business prudence and embice tly grab new franchises for their
T. C. Leech, Jake
for nthing.
Wallerstein, Victor Voris, John S.
into all such greats or franchises a 11
This morning the Courier-Journal Bleecker, Joseph L. Friedman, R. B.
reasonable provisions and restriction
says the franchise asked by Mr. New- Phillips, Charles K. Wheeler, G. C.
for the fprotectIon of the ineeres
man is worth $15o,000 and that he Wallace, A. R. Meyers, J. C. Utteroffers
only $ro,000.
of the public. In granting a twenty'
back, C. M. Budd, W. F. Bradshaw,
Newman offers to bid $10,000. Jr., J. C. Floutnoy, H. E. Thompson,
Mir.
year privilege, conditions of today
A higher bid will get it. If there is
must not be the &Ole consideration; any doubt about that fact it ought to C. H. Sherrill, James Weille, Harry
Hinkle, Henry Hughes, J. A. Bauer,
the representatives .g.if the ,people ibe made dear.
Coale- Husbands, Henry Rudy, Tom
The 'Courier-Journal says: "The Hall, Hal Corbett, Frank Paraham,
should look to the :future as well.
has-a right to charge arty price E. G. Boone, Luther Graham, J. W.
city
They should not .be :impressed with
vague understandings, but see to it it sees lit for a franchise providing for Tulley, H. G. Thompson, G. A. Flourt he operation of a street railway."
noy; Misses Marjorie Scott, Martha
that all franchises are plain and exThe city 'has no such right.
It
plicit in its terms. Ifocertain obliga- m ist, if it obey the constitution—
tions are to be met either by the scity fe; uned on this point by Col. 'B. 14.
)ung—sell such a franchise to the
or the traction company, do not leave
'hest hitik-r.
hig
those things to conjectere, 'but emIi' it be worth jiso,000 surely no
body them into the•franenise so that may or will sign en ordinance giving
all may know and understand jest for nothing it, or one like it, to that
%tat is sapected. Corporation or- aggrogation of 'franchise grabbers, the
gans are pleased to call efforts for Keno wiry Teaction.
If t he mayor cares to protect the
. If- and explicit understiendreasolittli
city's interest he will veto the Kenings as "fighting against progress." tucky Vractien ordinance, sending
the
The Tactaf the business is that the whole t natter back to the general
average corporation is forever aied council.
Then stri ordinance can be drawn,
eternallk fighting against the putOguarded carefelly, attractive to inveslic's interests and by fair and foul'
tors and real -railroad builders, and
means endeavor to drivel the repre- tell it at auction -to the highest bidder.
sentatives of the people to Accept Less than t his cannot be defended.
As you know on--half of soft coal is gas—the entire gas supply for many cities
the sertns which they lay down, and
and towns being rna.....! from the same kind of soft coal you are using
We yuarastoo ovocy
which has everything possible, in their
The extent of unl-,arned gasee in hard coal is shown by epening the maga rine cover
et•ve t• ter,/1.1 KJ, of a base learner when the extra oxygen supplied fills the entire stove with flaming gas.
favor and no protection whaterver afhotel. 21r-tight
Other stoves allow this gas, which is the best part of the coal, also a large
ferded the city. ,
Si used.
part of the heat, to pass up the chimney. Mil w-Irtei will average from $10 00 to
For'.years and years The 'Register
950.00a year for aver ,• family and millions of do .a-z in ilk.. ar - thus wasted annually.
gasruste• a wale
antother friends of the people had
Yesterday aftiernoon about 4 o'clock
lures heat day an4 Mkt,.
vit.' sort coal. slack,all..
to fight for transfers. The old com- Guy Dameron was killed over at
Inf.. or bard e.t.al.
pany-yeas always promising to give Brookport durin g a school boy fight
Saves All Wasted with Other Stoves
transfers. but would rover fulfill its with Tel Lynn who knocked the
We avarant-o Met
breath from his arearonist and caused
the room. can be heated
Cola's Origina Hot Blast, by means of the P :.nn'ed Hot Illast draft used
{promises. 'Even when a new fran- death.
Orom ono to two hours
in connection with (Aker patented features, distills Cu+ i:as from the upper surchise was drawn up and transfers. The Dameron la d ems fifteen years
each morning with eh,
face of the coal, utilizing it as a heat producer along wicks the fixed cal bon
or
tett coal, slack or her..1
west agreed to, the corporation in; of age, and the son of William Damcoke in the coa!
c.al rut in the stove
having the oolinance copied deliber- .eron, while the Lyrrn than was only
On account cf tiin patented air tight and gas tight construction giving
evening behpre.
twelve years of age. They were comperfect
ately omitted the provision calling
control
over the drafts, it also saves tbe heat usually wasted up the
chimney. '
ing from school, study hotirs being
We guarantee Cuee's
$:i 00 worth of hard coal, soft coal or
for transfers. hut fortimatels it was toots when the lads got into a fight-1
or a $1 50 tan of slack or coal
Mot Blast tease leaa katd
siftings is thus made to do the work of twice do amount
of fuel in other stoves and
discovered in time and made part oi and, the Lynn boy struck the other a
coal ii.zz heating • given
the lost of the stove Is more the" saved)ri fuel each winter.
apace flit.' nny base
$7 50 worth
the franchise. Wren the time at-- terrific blow in the pit of the stomof slack will heat your house .-sll winter, five tors at $1 50 a ton does
burner mo,t, ..is
ach.
the
work
no:eel for the transfers to be given the
heating .urfi„Le.
comp.any fought against giving ;them MACES TO CANADA TO
We guara.n.-- theil•rd
until threats to take the matter
to
ESCAPE KENTUCKY MOB
door to be ralokr-6ova. 1
Cole's Hot Blast is so perfect in construction that fire keeps all
night,
the courts were made.
and that the cell. • ,vit:
and when the draft isppened in the morning will burn two or
three hours
hold tire with soft con!,
It was the some way with the pres- Man Whio Killed His Brother a
with the hard coal or soft coal put in the night before.
hard coal or slit.k
No other stove does
Richmond Leaves the
ent conipany in cegard to half
this.
Fire, therefore, never goes out, kindling fires is
thirty -slit hours vitthuut
dispensed with, and
Country.
stteatIon
the rooms are kept at an even temperature all the
fares for children. For a year or
time.
R.chmond. Ky., Oct. 3.—Greatly
Read the Guarantee. We are the exclusive agents for
moot it most flagrantly violated the fearing thso a mob was coming to
Cole's
Original Hot Blast and sell it on the accompanying guarantee
Tile *lawn vial-enter)
terms of its fanchise oe this point, lynch 'him Nathan fl. Tudor, who
which
cannot be made on any other heating stove in the world. If
Is made wit;t tin, underyou want
and The Register finally lasisted that killed his brother, Marion, last Toes
*landfall' that the !tat('
to save half your fuel bill and would enjoy the
jay oight. claiming 'both selfdefenee
luxury of getting up in
be opurtited anoordinz t
the company be forced to tease charg
a
warm
house
on
cold
ins..
winter
-vilely
the
mornings
latter
had
and that
withont_kindling fires, buy Cole's
dIrectu,us. and set trc'i
ing double fare for childrea, and it ed lit. ,(Nat'han's) wife, fled from
Original Hot Blast now.
with a good flue
was only after the mayor had threat- his home Saturday night, and is be*fled drastic action, that the traction Feved to have geese to rooada.
Mrs. Tudor accompanied her finscompany ceased its unlawful sets and
Imitationerof this Original If ot Blast are many. None of them has
hand to the Kentucky river, where
the absolutely air-tight and gas-tight
ocmoried with its fienchise.
construction throueshe saw him ferried safely scrods tot
•thh Cole'stNot Blast has by reason of its numerous
patents. A Patented Steel Collar connects
the
We believe In treating the corpora- Fayette county. Here a baggy was1
elboiv
draft to the stovi
body and cannot own by Action of the fiercest heat. The Patented
Compound Hinge on the lower draft cannot
tions fairly, and we also believe in in waiting in which Tudor climbed,
warp, and t:,
&sit door closes aititigift by its own weight. The guaranteed Smoke
-proof Feed Door prevents smoke, dust or
tre corporations treating the city and drove rapidly away.
gas escaping
put
in
is
the
;
inel
stout
Peeling in the neighborhood of
fairly; and when they attempt to give Tudor's home is bitter against him.
Imitations soontlpenseams and cracks which spoil them for keeping
fire and cause the gas half of the coal
the city anything but a square deal
and much of the
:lest to escape up the chimney.
pie believe that every citizen should
Probably Overlooked.
See the name
Hot Blast from Chicago" on the feed door of our
Gerald-Our folks killed thtir pigs
stove. None genuine without it.
engage in a fight against all such disQat t• See the p
dustless ash cover for removing ashes? Our
yesterday.
method Is the only clean way.
reputable methods. The corporation
Geraldine—How did you escape?—
organs may sneer at men who stand Lippineott's Magazine.
Up for the rights of the people, and
Applause Assured.
throw mud at them, but all such
sheets are tiired to fight the peoples "Pis great to be an orator,
No matter what you say,
interest', and they are not worthy of
There's always some one who agrees
the respect of decent people. Their
And hands you a "Hooray!"
Cowardly policy is for the. entire peo—Washington Star.
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COLE'S HOT BLAST

Wonderful Heatei- and Fuel Saves('
For Soft Cod, Lignite or Hard Coal

Cost of Stove Saved in Fuel

Guarantee

BOY IKILLED
PLAYMATE

The Orig:nal Cole's

B!ast Stove

Build only One Fire a Winter

Avoid Imitations

Your Credit is Good at This Store

U. N. 6AODNER, JR., and CO. 114-16 South Third St
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GOVERNOR BECKHAM SPOKE
AT KENTUCKY THEATRE
HON. HAL S. CORBETT, THE LEADING ATTORNEY, INTRODUCED CHIEF EXECUTIVE IN ONE OF HIS CHARACTERSPOKE OVER
ISTIC BRILLIANT SPEECHES—GOVERNOR
AN HOUR PRESENTING HIS CLAIMS.

LUERNL
...COAL..

to.
le—
reevily
the
rolver
?ror
of
oliof
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He
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'About Coo people were at The senator, and although his remarks
Kentucky last evening to hear the were devoid of any flights into oraaddress delivered by Governor J. C. tory, it was a sound, forceful. pre
W. Beckham, who spoke in the in- sentation of his claims for the milli
tercet of his candidacy for the Unit- nation. He went over 'his career,
ed Stabile senatorship, in opposition that of his administration, and comto the present scna,tor, Hon. James. pared it with the administration of
B. McCreary. The chief executive Mr. IST1cCreay who seved th'is state
of tlie state spoke for over an hour, four years as governor, going out of
and was applauded throughout his cffice in 1879. In upholding his as
sertions the governor neferred often
remarks.
The entire first floor of the play- to documents of record, and quoted
house was filled, while, many were them.
in the balcony. Mayor Wiser pre
Seated upon the stage with Attorsided over the gathering, and in a my Corot', weer about twenty of
few words from the stage, introduce ficials, attorneys and . citizens. After
Hon. Hal S. Corbett; one of the tre speaking the governor held an
!tides most brilliant attorneys, and informal reception and shook hands
who was selected to introduce the with many people.
governor. Otn the mayor finishing,
This morning he goes to SmithMr. Oorbett stepped forward, and
land to speak, tonight he addresses
for about fifteen minute* made one
the people at Salem, Livingston
of the most impressive and force 1t county. From there he and Mr.
talks ever listened to in this city. In Harry Tandy, one of his supporters,
his characteristic boliancy. his en drive overland to Marion, Ky., where
logistic comments upon the gover
the chief executive speaks tomorrow.
nor were gems of thought and ora
Quite a number of out-of-town
torY, his speech -being of such a high
order ihit'iGcivetettor Beckham, when enliticiane were here to hear tre adhe came forward to commence his dress last night.
Professor E. A. Gullion, of Henry
address, • highly complimented the
brainy Paducah attorney by saying county, the candidate for superinMr. Corbett had nearly made the tendent of public instruction, was
here, but left this morning at i:44a
governor* egietch.
He comes
for Louisville.
o'clock
over
Governor Beckham spoke for
an hour in presenting his candidacy back next Monday in the interest ef
for the high office of United States his candidacy.

I
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ARE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE BEST' KENVIICKY
Col sold on the market. Why send your money out
of the state when you can buy a Kentucky product
for less money, and get as good fuel for any domestic purpose as
money will buy.

W

When you buy Kentucky Coal, you
are fostering home and state enterprises, and when you buy Luzern()
you are getting the best Kentucky
produces.

Get Our Prices
. Both phones 70_

We also handle all sizes
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
Coal at $9,00 per ton
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Barry and
Henneberger

put 9 inches of gravel on the thor
That run-down, tired feeling is the
oughfare, as provided for in his con
it•
tract,
the
city
refused
to
accept
the
g er 4
ing
first symptom of MALARIA, take
work. Now he and W. H. Rottgering
oh—A potracted meet ng will stall,
make affidavit a full 9 inches has
to
tomorrow evening at the Lone Oak
been
highspread,
and
want
they
the
dec'hurch with Rev. T. J. Owen in
way accepted. The board will inspect
recharge. lie will be assisted by Rev.
it
tomorrow.
out
W. J. Taylor of Covington, Tenn.,
The members decided to wait unlow
while Mr. S. H. Prather of Madi
til
Contractor
Bridges
executes
his
?id(Continued from Page One.)
sonville, Ky., will have charge of the
bond for the new sanitary sewerage
music and choir. Services twill be
work before returning to Bridges
and 'Annie Sail, aged t6 of ?Ballard held each night by the ministers
the $350 he put up on bidding on
county; H. B. Shelby, aged' 35 ind who will continue the 'revival as long
the work.
Vernia Mosley, aged 17 of Ballard as necessary.
Street Inspector Elliott was directHas
county.
—Mr. James Leigh is able to sit The specific for all malaria.
in
ed to lay some underground pipping
up at Riverside hospital, where he cured others. Will cure you.
at Twenty-third and Kentucky avhas been confined for the past six
Incorporated.
enue, so the water can be drained
Jake Biederman, Abe Livingston weeks as result of an operation for
oft.
Price so Cents Per Box.
and
G. L. Gray yesterday filed articles hernia. ,He will be moved home,
UnI. D. Wilcox was ordered to move of
incorporation in the county clerk's about next week. For several days
of
back several feet of his iron fence
office, incorporating the "G. L. Gray his death was expected by the phyiati,
erojecting out over the public side- company" for
$5,000 capitalization, sicians, but he finally pulled through,
inswalk at Sixth and Kentucky.
the stock being $to per share, and much to the satisfaction and hapmuch slushy mud, instead of gravel, The street inspector was ordered each incorporator takes 166 and 2-3 piness of his many friends.
tea:
around
its new tracks, and orders to repair Kentucky avenue, Jefferson shares. The company will manufac—The aldermen meet tonight in
ills
and Broadway, at the points where ture a soot destroyer.
discotinue
issued
regular
were
for
session.
them
to
ille
the brick streets meet the bitulithic
this objectionable practice.
—Parties from Srnithland report
DRUG STORE.
rim
thousands of pumpkins are floating
, The board of works has refused to improvement.
Suit For Rent.
ttsOrders were issued that no retail
C. C. Lee, the wallpaperman of out of the Cumberland river, the hard Seventh and Jackson St. Phone 337,
let the street 'cleaning department
the •
work on Sunday, and now in order fruit dealer along Broadway shall Broadway, yesterday took out a dis- rainfalls washing the pumpkins from
that the market house refuse and let his fruit stands stand farther tress warrant against James Solar, fields into river.
—The W. C. T. U. meets this afFresh cut roses and carnations:
BOARD OF WORKS WILL SEE cleanings shall not lay from closing out on the public sidewalk than 2 the photographer, for $141 the photographer owes the former rent of ,the ternoon at the Pint Baptist church.
IF IMPROVEMENT
time Saturday night until Monday feet from the building front.
WAS
BRUNSON'S, 523 Broadway.
Charles Jennings WAS ordered to second story of the Third and KenJudge James Campbell has returned
morning, orders were issued for the
PROPERLY MADE.
it
street department to work a man late have repaired by Saturday, some tucky avenue building the plaintiff has from St. Louis where he left his bro—Mr. Frank Murray, the linotype
allSaturday night to cart away the sewers on Jefferson behind the rail- leased, and which upper floor was ther, Judge Given Campbell, improv- operator is confined with illness at
II S
road hospital, or the board will do sub-rented to the photographer. So- ed
sweepings of the market.
his home on West Monroe street.
The defects were lar's stock and instruments were
The contractors were ordered to it at his cost.
remove some old Mumps and refuse made in piping Harahan boulevard. seized. The suit was taken out in
The board decided to receive and Squire Emery's court.
from Dr. Caldwell's property on West
Jefferson, where it was thrown while open bids next Wednesday, the propositions to be received from dealillankrupt's Petition.
6
THEATER REFUSED RIGHT TO etreet work was going on.
desiring to furnish fuel for the
ers
Gilbertsville,
Ballinger,
John
of
A
number
of
applications
are being
SIDEWALKS
OBSTRUCT
filed • a bankrupt's petition yesAre you interested in a good time piece? We have a
held in abeyance until the board gets city's light plant.
WITH BILLBORDS USED.
swell line
Street Inspector Elliott was direc
ay .giving liabilities of $1,714.02,
framed its regulations governing
in Dueber Hampden watches, one of the most popular
in the
Meyer-Cohmidt,
to
building
notify
cpetracto
ed
Sego.
of.
ta
hanging of signs.
market. We can supply an Elgin, Waltham or any movement you
im,itotrbois-Kolb,
George 0.
The board issued another order to that if they did not clean fileiriei
Street Sign Question Held in Abeywish. Let us repair your watch.
the independent telephone company cf rubbish and material off the Hart, Rank Brothers, Sherrill-Rusance Until Board Adopts RegulaPaduJackson's
foundry,
and the
to remove the big poles, standing in Broadway eickwalks irseide twenty sell.
tions Gievenaing Same.
PHONE 161 OLD
sidewalk at Fifth and Jefferson. The four hours after notified that they cah Furniture factory are among the
creditors.
would be warranted.
16
if your clock is out of orue r; we will call for
it and warrant
Not having met for nearly two company was once before given this
A letter was directed to the court
order,
every
but
job in our line. Beautiful wedding presents
claims
it
is
not
to
feasible
weeks, the members of the board of
in sterlGold Fish.
cil, asking that there be adopted an
ing silver, cut glass or hand printed; china.
works had a three hour's session yes- make the removal.
•
We
offering
are
:Geed
all
just
fish
kinds,
received
of
prohibitingt4anyont
from
ordinance
e
The board decided to make a tour
some special low prices for the next TO days.
terday afternoon at the city hall on
from.
select
lot
a
to
inc
stand
letting
horse
hitching
and
a
of
the
city tomorrow afternoon in
account of much business having acC. L BRUNSON & CO.
on the brick or bitulithic streets.
cummulated. There was in attend- automobile, and select the intersecWash
excavating
on
Contractors
ance President Wilhelm and Secre- oons where the remainder of the 35 ington street for the storm sewers
Attorney Alfred Hendrick left yes4
tary Taylor,.lereVing member Lang- rew street arc electric lights shall haul the dirt to the South Fourth 4rday for Frankfort to resume his
315 BROADWAY
be hung.
staff the absentee.
J.
A.
Judge
difties
private
Konetska,
as
secretary
to
Je weler and Optician.
There was referred to the council street fill being constructed beyond
The Isoard decided that next Tuesappellate
court.
Nunn
Thomas
the
of
Street
cents
I-2
for
per
Norton
22
4ftaissaston======::::::=========t
day it would-inspect the bitulithic im- the request of Superintendent Keb- loan. The board wants some .dirt
ttuttum
INNIMEM
provement on Broadway from Fifth bier. of the city light plant, for five taken to Caldwell street, and decided
tetra lights to' be kept on hand at
to Ninth. The following day t
the plant for use in Case any of to give the contractors 30 cents per
will inspect Sixth. Seventh and Nin
load to haul it there: on account of
roe in commission burned out.
from Kentucky avenue to Jefferson
The I. C. railroad was given per- the length of the haul.
street, bitulithic being along there alSuperintendent Hill of the N. C.
mission
to ley a pathway of cinders
so. The work is done, and the conSt. L., was thanked for dirt he
end
.
•
tractors want it examined, prepara- on Thirteenth street from Jackson permitted the city street inspector
to
Adams
so
a
owl walkway can be
tory to the city receiving it
to Use.
ree
The steam heating -company was had for the ridroad employes trayThe Independent Telephone Corn
ding
that thoroughfare.
Both Phones No. 110
given permission to connect its. pipes
203, 206 S. Third
and street car company were
pany
To the council was referred the
with the DriBois-Ko&h building and
they
poles
remove
all
ordered
to
4
D. VO9cox's home, while the street city Solicitor's letter stating the or- agreed to when permits were given
4
car company was empowered to take dinance was invalid providing for by the board of works for erection of
down many old poles over the city concrete sidewalks on Fourth from othe poles.
Norton to Husbands streets.
and put up new ones in their place.
In re constructing The Palmer
Lawrence Dallam wants a grade at
advertising
its coming attracIn
NEWthe contractors are cutting
betel
tions The Kentucky theater sets port- Fountein avenue and Broadway, but away some of the city's concrete'
able billboard* at Filth and Broad- the engineer informed the board it sidewalk and Engineer Washington
way and at other poiffik on the public could not be given until there is was requested to look into the mat
OLD—
sidewalks. As they obstruct the acted on by the council the ordinan- ter.
pavements, it was ordered the theater eta providing for inprovement of
- .
discontinue stetting the boards on Fountain avenue.
We have a splendid variety of suitable pieces.
The general conned got the board
the pavements- in way of the public.
Pall Bulbs.
Many of them are new and exclusive designs.
The Pittsburg coal company has a of works to cut down the street deHyRoman
Hyacinths,
Dutch
long pulley cable and electric motor partment force of workmen because
The designs are cut on the finest quality of blank
Narcisat First and Washington, used to all the money appropriated to that acinths, Tulips, Paper White
crystal.
...,i-.7;:,— ,
Chinese
s..
4444
pull the coal wagons up the levee af- department for this year his been sus, Trecsia, Oxalis and
1
.
Our
glass
in.
just
is
Bulbs,
of
Lily
Sacred
used
unequalled color, brilliancy and
up. Now Street Inspector Elter they load at the bargee in the
7
- C. L. Brunson & Co.
alnish.
tt ,reports to the board of works
river. As this motor and cable is in
529 Broadway.
the way orthe public street contrac- it is impossible to cdt down the numtors working at First and Washing- ber of workmen, as the street clean
ton, the coal company was directed fr5 ing and repair work has to go on.
—The steamer Terre Haute has
get it out of the way for as long a The board of works directed him to
do as the council desires, and if the broken her shaft and laid up for reperiod as necessary.
It. was ordered that the city's light streets deteriorate into bad condition pairs.
pole at Fourth and Kentucky avenue the council is responsible on account
be moved out of the public's way, and of not having allowed enough money
Contractor Bridges be seen about re- for this work the first of, this year.
placing the concrete sidewalks that as requested by the board .of works,
which then reelized the appropria
whl havelo be torn up.
The city owes the American Road ton was not large enough.
Contractor Bridges has the con
Roller company $5oo as a balance on
the street roller. The company made tract to construct the new concrete
an assignment. and the asiiFrnee clvvert underneath the
Caldwell
agreed to square the debt for street brid,;e near the Union depot.
Up, which was accepted. •
ilrit
He On patting supports under the bridge
offered the board $too for the old to hold it irp while the cluvert Work
street roller, and this is being con- went ahead, the timbers were no:
sidered.
strong enough, and the bridge sank
•
The sereet Car company w21 direct- considerably. Now '''Bridges wants
ed to put in writing its request for the city to pay for r3iilIng tA bridge
permission to put new switches at again, but the matter was referred
Fourth and Aroadway, and Third and to the engineer.
Nentuckyeaventie.
Last year Ed Terrell graveled
•
The street car company is putting Yorth Twelfth street, but failing to

NO DEFENSE
BE OFFERED

NEWS IN BRIEF

Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules

I

BACON'S

INSPECT THE
BITULITHIC

INSPECTION OCCURS
NEXT WEDNESDAY

W ATCHES"

Eye-See Jewelry alb Optical Co.

pRINTING

S. P. POOL,

L. 0. STEPHENSON

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
rUNERAL
DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS

THAT PLEASES
Phones:
4 20

••=usr.. I
KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121S 4th St.

Now is *the time for you to fill you' coal h.

Jeweler

Lump 12c, Nut 1 Ic

Besi Kentucky ana Illinois C081

• Also dealer LIME and CEMENT- Agent for Whitehall and
Agatite' Cement. "KING OF CEMENT'

M Cunningham,

Phones: Old 960, New 245.

•
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Thirteenth and Adams Street

with the democrats on Wednesday
afternoon and talk over the matter.
'What the result of the meeting will
Handwork Predominates.
be is a matter of conjecture.
In draperies, hangings, etc., the
EYE, RAR, Mei AND
It
it is understood the leaders of the
party are opposed to the most exquisite effects are shown, and
THROAT.
•
mow:Anent as they desire to use much handwork is employed, but the
boodle in the election, but the rank richness gained—and charged for ton, Office and Resides**, Beast' 3 and
Columbia Building.
and file of the party are in favor of it you may be sure—is of the dainty
Phone zusa---RedALL CASES AGAINST DISTIL- and the leaders are beginning to real- rather than the gorgeous variety.
For window draperies the staple
ERIES COMPANY CONTINUize that if tht.• party refusca to join
laces, such as Brussels, Tambour and
with the democrats they will lose
ED UNTIL MONDAY.
Irish point, continue their decorative
the county by a good big majority, mission for
the windows of drawing
last
minute
the
deci
ion at
hence, the
room and reception room, and musClaiborne Cowhorn, .Colored, Given to hold a conft.rence with the demo- lins of various degrees of fineness
15
cratic leaders.
Postponement of Housebreaking
for bed room windows. "Stained
recounty,
Spencer
uf
people
The
Charge By Judge.
glass curtain stuffs," sheer madrases,
gardless of po'.tics, want to see a with new art and floral designs, are
The more beautiful than ever this season. St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack.
clean campaign conducted.
on all Opaline tints are wrought in flowers
praise
r.:ceiving
are
democrats
Yesterday in the police court the
et company—the cheapest and bee
movement.
with watery green foliage on cross
several warrants charging the Padu- sides for starting the
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
barred backgrounds, with most ar- excursion out of Paducah.
eimummimnimmilmseirime
cah Distilleries Company with doing
RULES.
tistic effects, and there are exquisite
NEW
btoiness without a license were conshades of solid red, green and yellow,
tinned until Monday.
Handling E.zplosievs Are Issued as well as of more delicate tones, to
Fro
Claiborne Cowhorn, alias Will Mcbe found in the same kind of goods;
By the Pennsylvania.
Kinley, colored', was given a postpone
these are used with heavier over dra.ment until next Monday of the warNew and strin -nt rules designed' to peries in plain goods of the same tone
rant accusing him with breaking -into
'le transportation for the windciws of libiaries, music
minimize danger
the home of Rose Johnson, negress,
of explosives h _ ...ieen adopted by rooms and dining rooms.
on Adams near Sixth street.
For Chamber Windows.
•
the Pennsylvania. Under their enEd Vasseur and Harron Williams
Hand-made effects carry through
forcement explosives may be handled
the chamber draperies. Here the winwere given continuances until today
in a train for through roe movement. dows have ruffled, lace-trimmed
It is a UAL) of piaasure, combat
curof the charge of receiving ice tickets
to
nearer
plaCld
be
not
must
They
tains
of
net,
and
inner draperies of and rest; good service, good tabl
stolen from Henry Petter ice dealer.
each other than five car lengths, and, mercerized cotton taffeta with a dot
were fined $10 and costs each far disroams, etc. Boats leave mail
if the length of the train permits, a on a finely corded ground, which are good
•
orderly conduct.
car with explosives must not be with- bordered with applied floral bands, Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. es
Bob Curry, colored, was put under
to
Jas
apply
information
in 15 cars of the engine or within to cut in outline from flowered chintz or For other
a $too bod, to keep the peace towards
Frank L
cars of the caboose
cretonne. The floral note sounds Koger, superintendent;
his wife Maud Curry.
Only cars in good condition and of strongly itt all housefitting lore; in Brown, agent.
1153011eMEMMEIMMI
A fine of $5 and costs was assessed
not less than 6o,000 pounds' capacity bedrooms very natural looking flowagainst Pete Griffin for a breach of
may be used to carry common black ers are garlanded on wall, frieze and
the peace.
powder, fulminates and great-gun am- draperies, and in hall and library conTtere gias dismissed the dicorderly munition. Before car may be
load- ventionalized flowers form the motif
a
conduct charge against Joseph Hare.
in wall and floor coverings.
4,1
ed with explosives an agent or inReturn
of
the
Lambrequin.
sign
a
must
examine it and
spector
PLATTS
One of the most notable of the seaDENY
"certificate of inspection of car conson's fashions in draperies is the reDIVORCE
STORY. taining explosives" upon
the pre- turn of the
lambrequin. Not pretenscribed form, and this certificate must tious like its predecessors
of man' Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
Senator and Wife Say Scandal Is a
also be signed by the shipper if he years ago, not over eight inches deep RETURN, continons
Lie From the Whole Cloth.
passage $4-00
loads the shpment.
and cut straight on the edges or with Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
Every car containing explosives a shield in the center. They are
3.—Senator
New
berth facies:01
York, Oct
must
be marked in large letters on made of cloth or silk with a gimp of
Thomas C. Platt, when asked concerning a published story that his both sides and both ends. "Explosives, silk, same color, on the edges, or for
wife. Mrs. Janeway Platt, was medi- Handle Carefully—Keep Fire Away," bed rooms it may be of cretonne
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
with cotton gimp in the shades of the
tating divorce proceedings against and must also have on both sides the floral
design. With the return of the cf five or over $1.50 each, without
•
him. sent his secretary out from his certificate of inspection.
V
lambrequin comes the cornice, its incontaining
Cars
explosives
will
not
Express
office in the United States
weals; $2.00 with meals.
separable
accompaniment
when
it
be
any
train
hauled
in
carryin
pasbuilding on lower Broadway to the
last appeared
Good music on afl the boats. For
• reporters assembled in the outer sengers. Whenever a train stops
Hand-Made
Curtains.
urher
particulars see
trainment must examine all cars conoffices with this message:
To return to lace curtains: The
taining
explosives.
either
The
cars
at
"Senator Platt says that the pubS. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent
dependable sorts referred to vary
lished account of his wife's determi- end of the one containing explosives their designs in conformity with the or GIVEN FOWLER. City Pass
nation to institute divorce proceed- must not be loaded with oil, lumber seasons' vagaries in style. Just now Agent. Phone 33.
ings is a string of lies. That is all." or other inflammable material; with it is the square motif and we find
Mrs. Platt said: "These stories iron pipe or with other articles likely these old friends have assumed the
about difficulties between myself and to break through the end of the car new faces that fashion desires. It is
au ll BROADWAY.
from rough handling.
in the novelty hand-maidk hangings,
my husband are malicious lies."
however,
that
greatest
variety obNotwithstanding these denials, the
papers reiterate the stories and insist LAST SERMAN SCORES FLOCK tains, and their cost is less than
might be supposed. Cluny, Flemish,
that the divorce will be brought. It
is said that the aged senator, fearing Retiring Pastor Says Church People Arabian, Marie Antoinette, Renaissance and Egyptian 'aces are emRely Too Much on Faith.
that his wife intended bringing suit
ployed, alone or in corobination—apfor a divorce, deeded away the greater
LEMON, CRANOB, (MERRY
Michigan City, Id., Oct. 3.—Rev. plied to net or fine batiste.
part of his resources in order to preThe Flat Curtain.
clude the possibility of being called Orville L. Kiplinger, the most liberal
The newest lace curtain effect is
upon to make a large settlement on minded minister in the cty andone
the flat single curtain without fullness,
her. It was also stated that Mrs. of the best known congregatonal
No theorise tonight bus actual business from the mart Thoecough
which hangs straight over the sash
Platt has been acquainted w.ith her clergymen in Indiana, scored his old from top to sill. It has
ARE GOOD. OttiR
cognises in beebiebspiag, abonimad, touch-typewriting, penmanship, cma more or
husband's proceedure for some time, congregation in his farewell sermon. less decorative design of insettings
rinpondenne, spelling, commercial km, banking, arttluseric, grammar, use.
and is at present striving to ward off He ceased to be the pastor of the or applications of lace, hematitchings,
Call or wring for beautiful new cawing.
the possibile loss of a financial ad- Congregational church yesterday and or a lattice design in lace brain; the
justment in her favor.
in his final message told, the church same forming arabesques at the anWITH .CR'USIIRD — WTRAWpeople that they were too prone to gles and over the lace that comm- BERRY, MACH. PIRIIARPLB ot
rely solely upon their faith in Chris- pletes the edge. The lower edge is
CHERRY.. IS WITTER.
WILL
TEST
LAW.
tianity for sucCess and declared that not necessarily straight, though it is
the church needed human brains and always flat—not flounced as is the
State of Arkansas Reaches Agree- brawn, human plans and toil, human bonne femme . curtain. These take
ment with the Packing Trust.
Rev. he place of the sash curtain (which
sacrifice and earthly money.
SEVENTH AND PrIMPADWA
several is somewhat out of date) and is alMr. Kiplinger resigned
Chicago, Oct. 3.—The state of Ar- months ago, but has not given out ways employed with inner draperies,
kansas ended its first attack on Chi- his future plans, although it is said either a pair of lace curtains or the 29021110112101,11EIW
cago packers Tuesday by making that he will become minister of heavier sorts such as brocade tapestry
Pictures. flipinack
Cardlisaess
agreement with attorneys represent- Austin Congregational church, Chi- or velvet.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
Water and Oil COW%
ing Armour & Co., Swift & Co., Nel- cago, to succeed Rev. E. B. Chase,
Mottos mid
White Ambulance for sick and injured only
CROSSES
OF
HONOR
son Morris & Co. and the Cudahy Osierized.
FOR
Packing company in the suits brought
VETERANS Framed righs up to &Me in firs Wm Office and
THE
residence 213 South 3rd Street
Was time at tha
by the state for violations of the anti,
trust law. Representatives of the WILY PITMAN SHOULD HAVE Bestowed at State Meeting of the
Daughters of the Confederacy.
local packers refused to appear before
aims itarditser.
Lyle D. Taylor, appointed commis- Mad Dog at Chicago Bites Six People
London, Oct. 3.—The state meeting
sioner of the Arkansas court, and
unsmumnsasmainummunnuanta
In Running Fight of
of the United Daughters of the Conhence the attorneys for the prosecuAn HOur.
The Oldest Continuous Honest
tion did the next hest thing—they
Chicago, Oct. 3.—Six children were federacy is beirig held at Pewee Valwent to see the packers. On their injured dangerously and dozens of ley today. The meetings are at the
return they reported that the case persons attacked by a mad dog that Confederate Home, where the ConDigNITIST.
against the Hammond Packing com- ran for two miles yesterday in the federate veterans are acting as the
pany was the only one that would residence district along Eake Shore hosts of the occasion.
Doing business in the city. Money Loaned
Speeches will be made by Gen. W.
he prosecuted at the present time. drive. The dog terrorized the neighTrust
Office
over
gest
end
Globe
On All Valuables.
Judgment will be given against that borhood for nearly an hour and was H. Tyler, of Hichman, and William
concern and then the case will be pursued by hundreds of men before Rogers Clay, of Lexington. MemCo., 366 Broadway.
submitted to the Arkansas court, it was killed by a policeman.
bets of all 'Confederate organizations
Nineteen crosses of
which has yet to pass on the. act.
The DeC,alwae children were play- will attend.
to6 SOUTH SECOND.
Tyler
ing in their yard when the dog honor will be given, and Gen.
the
will
on
confer
inmates
badges
of
1121=4.
SLOW IN TALKING
jumped among them, snapping right
home who fought under Forrest.
CLEAN CAMPAIGNS and left. The dog, a small white fox
2.0
2
Those who will receive crosses are
AND
p4
terrier, first attacked five-year-old
as
follows:
Democrats
of
Spenser
County Clara, the smallest of the trio, and
L. W. Bastick, R. J. Courtney, M.
Force the Republicans Into
the child was so badly bitten that she V.
Dyer, W. H. Hyatt, D. C. Hudson,
Holding a Meeting.
may die.
Jerry Henderson, Milton F. Ragland,
DIIRSOT LP
TO
The dog next attacked Margaret Wm. W. Monahan, H. C. Saniners, k.
Rockport, Ind., Oct. 3.—The re- Eberhart in front of her home. The
N. Ring, J. R. Vittitou, J. H. Wood,
publicans of Spenser county who ehild ran screaming into the house
G. W. Graham, James F. Shaw, C. W.
have been trying to run away from and her father came out to attack the
O'Brien, B. F. Hancock, I. J. Conthe cle5n campaign proposition have animal with a club. The dog then
nors, Wm. Hughes, Jacob Brown.
at last agreed to meet with the demo- ran to Pine Grove avenue, south to
3 Horse Power Motor.
crats and talk over'the,matter and ;t Wrightwoodi and Clark street, where
5 Horse Power Motor.
Also be Aallealgo, Readersamille,
POLITICAL ASSESSMENTS
may be a moneyless campaign will the Waite Girl was attacked. Ethel
a 5% Horse Power Motor.
Brevard. Lake liorraway, Abt lipdraga
be agreed upon for this fall.
Barcell was bitten next, near her
8 Worse power motor.
aad rms. othig Nemo is dos "land
When the democrats of Spenser home
Therefore United States Marsha] for
is H0rse Power Motor.
of
88.4•11si
the
mikrimisiss*
mil
lie
county met in their nominating conIn an alley at Orchard street and
the Southern District of Ohio
1 200 Light Birsamo.
eomatry
Iffeelara
Mr
ill
Camara,
vention at Chrisney early last spring, Fullerton avenue the dog was
Must Step Down.
bank/
they passed a strong resolution de- hemmed in by th ecrowd and shot
•
Amara, idetbilesgbb immeMbdi
claring against the use of money in to death by Policeman Frank Owald,
Washington, Oct. 3.—The president
the campaign and asleed the repubhas determined to remove from office and splendid botair.
licans to join with them in the issue. He Has a Gohd Bodyguard at the Bay Vivian J. Fagin,
United States MarSad two mat its
gee "kmal of
The leaders of the G. 0. P. showed
shal for the Southern district of the Site booklet and &Nor Bead(VV4shington Star.)
Fourth Street.
no disposition to join hands with the
Secretary Taft is having better luck Ohio, -upon the report of the Civil someky ithertrated Warmers.
democrats and on Sept. 17. County than that which traditionally attends Service commission,
that he had
Chairman R. E. Roberts of the demo- the umpire
J. F. LOGA.P1, Tray. Pass. ligreed,
been guilty of making political ascratic county central committee sent
setsments, and Marshal O'Neill. of Leasington, Ky.
a letter to R. C. Huff, the republican
the Western district of Louisiama, on
Wonder What Bryan Thinks?
C. N. ISUNGERIPOIND, Dist- Dm&
chairman, asking him to come to
the allegation of general unfitneas as
(Milwaukee Sentinel.)
Agent, Lotdmilla, Kg,
fine. After a great deal of delay
Roger Sullivan's impression is that disclosed by the neport of a'commisthe republicans today agreed to meet Mr. Bryan was put off at Buffalo.
11. AtIEN, Asst. Gent Pat!
s'uncr of the department of justice.
Agent, St. Wage No.

Household Hints For Fall

LIQUOR CASES

pospToNED

Or. Childress

!

Excursion:

ea fin For tbe Round Trio to
ouluU Tennessee river & rttw

"Saviliniter Money
ifs a Habfit"

It's a Habit That Grows, and the More It Grows
The Easier It Gets
And All the Time That 4 per Cent. Keeps Piling Up

Start Today to Save a Little
$1 Will Start You

WHENO BUT A

Excursion Rates on
The Rive'

1

Miller
Range
YOU GET

xA

The Best

Hundreds in use in
this city bond 10
to 20 years ago.
Examine one at

J

HANK

V

Mineral Water

BROS. Sole Agents.

Heating Stoves at Any Price.

Our Pure Fruit
Phosphates

BliSINbSS COLLEGE

Ice Cream

PADUCAH CENTRAL

HAYES

THKBUSINESS COLLEGE

Guy Nance.

Lee Nance.

306 BROADWAY

M. Nance, Embalmer

GUY NANCE & SON

eamilica

PADUCAH MUSIC STORE Phones: New 334. Old 699

Open Day and Night

Dr. Sidney Smith

PAWNBROKER

I. COHEN

SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Queen & Crescent Route

CHATTANOOGA,ATLANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORIO&

We have on hand
For Sale:

FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
iat-Tars wage

Subscribe For The Register
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J. C. Masao,

Ffiesh
SPICES
Strong

Cmcg Re

FLOITRNOY & REED
LAwystas.

THE

TALE OF

A TALE ARTIFICIAL LIMBS.
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suitable reward will be paid upon its
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Here Are Some of Our
Special Values

Can "Show You"

"BRING US YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS"

D.E.Wilson at flarboursDepartment Store

RIVER. NEWS

Abram L. Well de Co
FIRE INSURANCE

Campbell Block.

Michte1•
B.

IN THE LEAD
The
Pawnbroker.

Just Received a Big Lot

DR. HOYER

Also Bargains in ab

WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME

M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.

PURE
MEDICAL
WINES

Dont Wait

OUR COOKING
SHERRY

TOO LON

--

BUY BEFORE COAL ADVANCES

COAL

Genuine Tradewater
Real Pittsburg

GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY

R. W. W ILKER CO.,
DRUGGISTS.
Fifth and Eroadway.
Both Phones x75.

Words.
"A word to the wise is sufficient,"
The familiar proverb saith,
But wisdom too often is wordy
And tries to talk you to death
--Chicago Tribune.

Wet Kentucky Coal Co.
IN

Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio

ORATED

Both Phonec--254
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